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Teaching Weeks
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UAL Subject
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JACS Code
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UCAS Code

N/A
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N/A

Work placement
offered

No

Course Entry
Requirements

The standard entry requirements for this course are as
follows:
• An

honours degree in acting, drama, directing,
theatre studies, dance, or a relevant art and
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design discipline
an equivalent EU / international qualification.

• Or

APEL - Accreditation of Prior (Experiential)
Learning
Exceptionally applicants who do not meet these course
entry requirements may still be considered. The course
team will consider each application that demonstrates
additional strengths and alternative evidence. This
might, for example, be demonstrated by:
• Related academic or work experience
• The quality of the personal statement
• A strong academic or other professional

reference
Or a combination of these factors.
Each application will be considered on its own merit but
cannot guarantee an offer in each case.
Entry to this course will also be determined by audition.

English Language Requirements

Selection Criteria

IELTS level 7.0 or above, with at least 6.0 in reading,
writing, listening and speaking (please check our main
English Language requirements webpage).
We select applicants according to potential and current
ability in the following areas:
Essential criteria:
• High level of intellectual engagement
• High physical awareness and adaptability
• High vocal awareness and adaptability
• Highly developed characterisation
• High interactive awareness and adaptability
• Confident and flexible collaboration

Desirable criteria:
• Basic

experience of screen
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What we are looking for
We are looking for students ready to take on an
extremely demanding profession, who are mature and
self-confident, and who are willing to take criticism and
turn it to their advantage while preserving a sense of
humour. You will need to be resourceful and committed
to following a postgraduate programme of study that's
screen-oriented, exploratory and geared to the needs of
the profession. We audition all applicants.
The course is aimed primarily at graduates and mature
students who can apply a high degree of independence
to their learning. Successful candidates bring to the
course an understanding of drama in its various
contexts plus an ability to work autonomously for
sustained periods with the necessary focus and
resilience. As MA Screen: Acting puts a strong
emphasis on collaboration within an ensemble, you're
expected to show openness, flexibility and generosity in
the context of the creative group.
The vocational nature of MA Screen: Acting implies a
high degree of proficiency at entry. We do, however,
balance this against perceived potential, especially
where we identify a clear understanding of the
profession and a realistic view of career development
and employment prospects.
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Awards and Percentage of Scheduled Learning
Year 1
Percentage of Scheduled Learning

71

Awards

Credits

Postgraduate Certificate (Exit Only)

60

Postgraduate Diploma (Exit Only)

120

Master of Arts

180
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Course Aims and Outcomes
The Aims and Outcomes of this Course are as follows:

Aim/Outcome Description

Aim

The MA Screen: Acting course enables the student actor to
work creatively and collaboratively with Directors across a broad
range of narrative filmed drama that is centred on the actor and
the text. The course fosters a profound understanding of various
acting methodologies but concentrates on the work of
Stanislavsky. It enables the actor as an artist to grow and
develop their talent whilst strengthening the actor's core skills
and techniques. It nourishes and develops a range of
transferable skills to maximise employment opportunities in a
profession in which there is a growing need to share skills and
roles, and adapt to new technologies.

Outcome

Mastery of the technical skills and techniques needed to enable
truthful screen performances.

Outcome

A profound understanding of the creative relationship between
actor and director and the artistic possibilities within that
relationship.

Outcome

An ability to critically locate yourself within the discipline and the
capability to innovate through practise based research methods.

Outcome

Career management skills to place yourself professionally within
the contemporary industry.
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Distinctive Features
This course is unique as it gives the actor a solid and focused actor training
and awareness of many of the key acting methodologies, but also allows the
actor to understand how to develop a creative relationship with a director on
film. Each of the practical projects where the actors develop their ability to
apply their skills, have core professionals attached: DOP, Soundperson,
Editor, Line Producer. This ensures a high quality process and product is
produced within the course. Every other position within the crew and
1
production team is covered by the actors. They will do every job on a film set;
clapper, Art Department, stand-by props, props, set dressing, grip, gaffer,
runner, continuity. This gives the actors an intimate knowledge of the rhythm
of film making as well as an enviable set of skills that they can work with once
they graduate. Many actors now form their own production companies and
this course gives them the knowledge and skills to thrive in the industry
whether in front or behind the camera.
A creative and rigorous approach to the core skills that professional modern
actors need to thrive within the profession. Voice, movement,
2
camera/technical craft as well as an in depth exploration of acting
methodologies.
3

A small cohort of 16 Acting students working alongside five Directing
students.

We attract a wide range of international students, currently we have students
4 from; Egypt, Italy, Spain and the United States, which helps our diversity and
the scope of stories that we cover.
The course is supported by a highly skilled staff team, ensuring conservative
5 levels of teaching and learning across the range skills that the modern actor
needs to succeed within the industry.
Our student cohorts come from numerous subject and educational
6 backgrounds that enrich the learning experience for the students and
enhances the originality, type and choice of stories that we choose to tell.
The course offers a wide range of professional practice and input from many
industry professionals. Including; producers, film directors, television
7 directors, agents, legal (rights for intellectual property) and alumni, both
recent and those from our first cohort 12 years ago. This reinforces our focus
on surviving and thriving within the industry.
The course makes a range of films; from film and television scripts
8 reimagined for the cohort of actors within the course, to original films, written
from the directors idea by the writers on the MA Dramatic Writing course.
This is where the filmmakers are encouraged to deal with current social and
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political themes.
The cohort are expected and encouraged to work creatively and
cooperatively in the film making process, filling every crew role over the three
9
practical projects within the course, so that they understand fully the rhythm
and demands of film making.
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Course Detail

MA Screen: Acting provides training for screen actors interested in character-led
storytelling. As part of the Performance programme at Central Saint Martins, it
offers the opportunity to collaborate with other courses and is delivered in close
collaboration with MA Screen: Directing. Studies on the course include acting skills
and practice, the creation and production of filmed dramas and in-depth preparation
techniques for interviews and auditions.
Traditionally in the UK, screen and radio performers have emerged almost
exclusively after training for the stage and playing to a live audience. Over the past
two decades, changes in the industry have resulted in emerging actors gaining their
first jobs in the recorded media. Despite this, it’s still rare for actors to be trained
primarily for the screen, despite the acknowledged need for it. MA Screen: Acting
teaches students the relevant skills, equipping them with the ability to respond to
the needs of employers in the screen industries.
A key focus of the course is the development of the creative relationship with a film
or television director. This working dynamic often takes place within a high-pressure
environment – on set, in a public space. This requires actors to be confident,
flexible and open to creative challenges. Integrating individual and group work, MA
Screen: Acting promotes collaborative, joined-up thinking in the creative process of
screen-based fiction.
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Course Units

On MA Screen: Acting, you will begin with classes before moving onto projects.
Supported by skilled project tutors, you will take key responsibility for your own
development. As part of practical projects, you will not only act but also support in
other ways, such as set-dressing, continuity and crewing. These activities are
crucial in order to understanding the rhythm of film-making and professional film
sets.
On the course, you will work in the Stanislavskian tradition, although there are
additional approaches. You will also study camera-related techniques and
undertake voice and movement classes. During your studies, you will be asked to
draw on your own memories and observations. At the end of each element of the
course, you will be required to write a reflective journal summary. This is a key
example of the practice-driven nature of MA Screen: Acting. All aspects of the
curriculum are intended to trigger a liberal sense of enquiry which promotes
personal development as well your professional acting skills.
For your professional preparation, there are a range of lectures, classes and Q&A
sessions with industry professionals to advise you in transitioning from the College
into work. Typically, these include professional agents, casting directors, producers,
Equity officials and financial advisers.

Unit 1: Acting and Directing Techniques
This unit will allow you to develop your contextual, critical and research skills. You
will be expected to work independently, and also with your peers in guided
seminars and group discussions.

Unit 2: The Skills of Film and Audio Production
In Unit 2, you will work on acting, voice and movement. The emphasis on the
camera rather than a live audience will become increasingly apparent. You
will collaborate with students on MA Screen: Directing and teaching will focus on
the dynamics of working in a creative team.

Unit 3: The Art of Film
On this unit, you will work with MA Screen: Directing students on a range of short
film projects. You will also work with a professional director to select scenes from
screenplays in order to produce showcase films. As part of this unit, you will also be
expected to study arts and business.

Mode of study
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MA Screen: Acting is offered in full-time mode which runs for 45 weeks over 12
months. You will be expected to commit 40 hours per week to study, which includes
teaching time and independent study.

Credit and award requirements
The course is credit-rated at 180 credits.
On successfully completing the course, you will gain a Master of Arts (MA degree).
Under the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications, an MA is Level 7. All
units must be passed in order to achieve the MA but the classification of the award
is derived from the mark for the final unit only.
If you are unable to continue on the course, a Postgraduate Certificate (PG Cert)
will normally be offered following the successful completion of 60 credits, or a
Postgraduate Diploma (PG Dip) following the successful completion of 120 credits.
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Learning and Teaching Methods
• Classes, workshops, discussions and critiques
• Individual and group tutorials, assignment guidance and assessment arrangements
• Induction, exploration of course handbook and expectations
• Personal reflection and the development of a reflective journal
• Lectures, viewings and seminars
• Coverage of key terms of critical language for film and critical theory
• Improvisation classes
• Camera-related acting skills workshops
• Movement and voice classes
• Feedback tutorials

Assessment Methods
• Assessment of classroom, studio and location work
• Reflective journal including support materials
• Performance
• Collaborative creation of short films
• Creation of an original character
• Participate in the production process
• Voiceover
• Development of an original screenplay
• Finished film

Reference Points

The following reference points were used in designing the course:
• UAL creative attributes framework
• QAA framework for HE qualifications in England, Wales and Northern Ireland
• QAA UK quality code for higher education – Subject benchmark statements
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Course Diagram
Indicative assessment weeks are detailed in the course diagram. For exact dates please refer to the timetable.
This is a January start course. For details of start and end points, term dates are published on the UAL website:
https://www.arts.ac.uk/students/term-dates

Year 1
Spring Term

Summer Term

Term 1 (11 weeks)

Term 2 (11 weeks)

Autumn Term
Term 3 (11 weeks)

Term 4 (12 weeks)

E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 V V 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 V 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 V 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 V V

Unit 1: Acting and Directing
Techniques
60 credits

Unit 2: The Skills of Film and Audio
Production
60 credits

Unit 3: The Art of Film
60 credits

Key
Week

Summative assessment

Week

Formative assessment

E

Enrolment

V

Vacation
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The University will use all reasonable endeavours to provide the Course and the services
described in this Output. There may be occasions whereby the University needs to add, remove
or alter content in relation to your Course as may be appropriate for example the latest
requirements of a commissioning or accrediting body, or in response to student feedback, or to
comply with applicable law or due to circumstances beyond its control. The University aim to
inform you of any changes as soon as is reasonably practicable.
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